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Abstract

This study is proposed to explore whether green consumer profiles (socio-demographics, psychographic and religiosity) have a role to play in profiling green hotel consumers. As such, a total of ten hypotheses are developed to explore the effects of the green consumer profiles on ecologically Ecologically aware consumers are defined as individuals who seek to consume only products that cause the minimum or not give any - impact on the environment (Roberts, 1996). Behaviour (ECCB) in Malaysian lodging consumers. In addition, this study will explore the relationships between ECCB, green purchase intention (GPI) and effective green purchase behaviour (GPB) by using rigorous structural equation modeling methods. A total of three direct effects and one mediation effect are hypothesised and will be tested in the study. A research framework of the identified green consumer profiles, ECCB, GPI, and GPB is proposed with a view towards suggesting how such research might systematically be carried out. The research findings will be particularly important for hoteliers in understanding the green consumer behavior in order to achieve sustainability performance.
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1. Introduction

In today’s global environmental demands, the concept of green business has received greater attention among businesses and consumers. The environmental awareness has changed the behaviours and demands of consumers (Ottman, 1992; Mendleson and Polonsky, 1995). Consumers who are aware on the concept of environmental...
sustainability will have a greater preference for green firms, green products or green services. A greater awareness towards green products or services has led the consumers to develop positive green purchase intentions and to participate in greening the earth (Papadopoulos et al., 2009). This is consistent with the results of the study by Do Paco and Raposo (2009), in which the consumers have increased environmental awareness, and they felt that they have responsible to buy greener products and services. To support, Sheltzer et al., (1991) suggested that consumer with high environmental awareness will be reflected to their green behaviour, which lead to developed green purchase intention. Contradict result from researchers shown that even though consumers claim that they aware and concerns on environmental problem, their buying behaviour is not reflected this preoccupation (Gardyn, 2003). Differences in green consumers’ behaviour pattern are consistently becoming the main issues; thus a study to investigate the relation between consumers’ green attitude and their green purchase behaviour, could help to better understand green consumer behaviour.

A similar trend also exists in Malaysia, where the studies on consumer behavior towards green marketing and sustainable tourism are increasing (Mohd Helmi et al., 2012; Hengky, 2011; Ng, 2011). Tourism industry is the second largest industry in Malaysia after the manufacturing industry. World Tourism Organization (WTO) has ranked Malaysia as the third country among 53 commonwealth countries who received the most number of tourists’ arrivals (Ting, Boo, and Mohhidin, 2011). Furthermore, according to Malaysian Tourism Board statistics (2010 - 2011), Malaysia had recorded a total of 53.7 million hotels guests from January to December 2011 where the 27.7 million were local lodging customers (Tourism Malaysia, Hotel Guests by Locality Report, January to December 2011). The tourism sector in Malaysia is heavily dependent on hotel services; as shown in data of Ministry of Tourism Malaysia, there are 2,277 hotels registered in Malaysia (figures updated in June 2012). Despite the increased emphasis of environmental awareness, until now only 10 hotels have been awarded as Green Hotel. Undeniably, there are many hotels are actively participating in greening the lodging industry such as operating and purchasing in green manners (Ministry of Tourism, Malaysia, 2010). In Malaysia, greening the hotel is still at a beginning stage and it is considered as a very new business model to local hoteliers when compared to developed countries (Ng, 2011). This shows that businesses and individual customers in Malaysia are well aware of the green movement (Tan and Yeap, 2012). However, greening hotel businesses can be considered still at an early stage in Malaysia. Thus, understanding green consumers’ profile and their green purchase intention and behaviour is crucial.

From the economic perspective, the tourism industry has increased the economic impact positively, but it is very critical to save the environment through the management of energy efficiency and green consumptions because it is pointless if the economy is growing tremendously, but the quality of the environment gets worse. Economic sectors that are facilitated by electricity and transportation are the largest sources of CO2 emission (Norlaila and Khalid, 2012). Similarly, Kasim (2009) showed that the service sector including hotels consumes the huge liters of water. This means the more hotels are built the more of the local water resources are utilised. For examples, swimming pools, golf courses, spas and bathrooms can consume a lot of water. Daily routine of the business such as towels and linens laundry also contribute to inefficient energy usage, water usage and detergents usage, hence causing pollution of freshwater. Thus, in order to protect the environment, it is important for the government to encourage the business firms to increase their operational efficiencies through resource reductions. However, cultivating an organizational culture of environmental awareness requires a substantial amount of time and resources. Firms that are participating in greener products and services usually need a huge investment in terms of rearranging their business activities and buying green necessities. Therefore, it is crucial for managers or hoteliers to understand a general overview of the green consumer profiles and their behavioral order to develop new targeting and segmentation strategies (D’Souza et al., 2007) for enhanced sustainability performance.

2. Conceptual Model

The conceptual model depicted in Figure 1 is mainly developed to test green purchase decision-making process which comprises the green consumer profiles in terms of socio-demographic, psychographic and religiosity (Rushton et al., 1981; Straughan and Roberts, 1999; Chan, 2001; Worthington et al., 2012). This conceptual model is an extension of an existing model that re-examined green consumer profiles (Akehurst et al., 2012). As highlighted by research by Neilsen (1992), customers with high awareness and conscious about environmental problems will translate their concerns into purchasing behaviour. Thus, ecologically conscious consumers tend to
have high intention in green purchasing and thus translating the intention into green purchasing behaviour. Theoretically, understanding consumer profiles is the key point in targeting the accurate and profitable consumers segments. Several studies have concluded that psychographic variables provide more relevant insights into green consumer behaviour if compared to socio-demographic profiles (Kassarjian, 1971; Anderson and Cunningham, 1972; Banerjee and McKeage, 1994; Chan, 1999; Awad, 2011). In view of scant research efforts exploring the combined effects of socio-demographic and psychographic, this study suggest that religiosity is an important determinant in explaining ethical behaviour like ECCB of Malaysian green hotels customers. Thus, this study aims to fill the research gap.
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### 3. Hypothesis Development

This study will gather and examine the socio-demographics differences from respondents’ or general hotel customers’. As mentioned by Tsagarakis et al. (2011), socio-demographics such as gender, education, income, and age are typical and important descriptive variables in valuation or public acceptance studies. Tsagarakis et al. (2011) found that women are likely to select green hotel than men. This is broadly in line with previous studies, where female customers place high selection on green hotels (Gossling et al., 2005; Wiser, 2007; Li et al., 2009; and Solomon and Johnson, 2009). However, some empirical evidences are somewhat contradictory, indicating male customers appear to have high willingness to engage in green activities such as paying more and patronising green lodging businesses (Zanikau, 2003; Rose et al., 2002; Kang et al., 2012; Kostakis and Sardianou, 2012). Thus, comparison of gender differences in eco-friendly behaviour is important to be considered in this study. Besides, age is one of the customers’ demographics that can play a role in identifying customers’ differences in terms of intentions and behaviour. Previous studies (Tsagarakis et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2012) showed that differences in age could define the differences of customers through their engaging in green activities and willingness to pay extra for green services. This view has support from Tsagarakis et al. (2011) who found that younger customers are more likely to pay more in green invested lodging businesses than older people. In addition, previous researchers such as Bastic and Gojcic (2012) found that tourists with higher incomes will have higher expectation about eco-
dimensional of hotel service than those with lower income. While others see the level of income as being an important demographic variable in explaining customers’ purchase behaviour (Evanschitzky and Wunderlich, 2006; Im et al., 2003; Homburg and Giering, 2001), only Han et al. (2011) found that the level of income is not strongly related to lodging customer’s green intention. Similarly, there are a broad agreement on the effects of education level in customers' thinking, attitudes, and intentions (Han et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2012; Kostakis and Sardianou, 2012; Bastic and Gojcic, 2012). However, Han et al. (2011) and Kostakis and Sardianou (2012) provided insignificant difference of education level in customers purchase behavior. Therefore, the different findings of these studies are identified for researchers to grapple with. Thus, the following hypotheses are developed:

**H1** – The socio-demographic variables (gender, age, educational level, and income) are relevant in explaining the ECCB

**H2** – The socio-demographic variables are more relevant than psychographic and religiosity in explaining the ECCB

Apart from the identification of the green consumer profile through the socio-demographic characteristics, several authors found that psychographic variables provide more relevant insights into green consumer behaviour (Kassarjian, 1971; Anderson and Cunningham, 1972; Banerjee and McKeage, 1994; Chan, 1999; Awad, 2011). Thus, customers’ psychographic dimensions are also explored in this study: altruism, perceived consumer effectiveness (PCE), environmental concern (EC), and liberalism (Straughan and Roberts, 1999). Altruism is defined as the concern about the welfare of society and others (Stern et al., 1993). Altruism plays an important role in green consumer behavior (Straughan and Robert, 1999). In addition, Stern et al. (1993) found that social-altruism and egoism are significantly influencing green behaviour. PCE is defined as the consumer’s perception of the extent to which their actions can make a difference in solving environmental problems (Ellen et al., 1991), for instance, in purchasing green products, recycling and engaging in less-paper programs such as e-billing. According to Moisander (2007), consumers will act proactively if they feel their actions can effectively preserve the environment. Many studies have included PCE as an important predictor in eco-friendly behaviour (Kinnear et al., 1973; Roberts, 1996; Roberts and Bacon, 1997; Straughan and Roberts, 1999; Awad, 2011). The third psychographic variable, environmental concern (EC) is commonly defined as the individual’s awareness of the environmental problems and their willingness to be part of the problem solution (Dunlap and Jones, 2002; Chan and Lau, 2000). Many authors have linked EC with environmental friendly behaviour (Kinnear et al., 1973; Van Liere and Dunlap, 1981; Roberts and Bacon, 1997; Straughan and Roberts, 1999). According to Maloney et al. (1975), EC is closely related to the emotions and knowledge level as well as to a readiness to change behaviour. Bang et al. (2000) and Kim and Choi (2005) pointed out that consumers who are more concerned about the environment are more willing to purchase green products than those who are less concerned. Finally, liberalism is well known as left-leaning political ideologies. Some studies have provided some evidences in which individuals with liberal political orientations are more likely to commit with the green movement than those with more conservative political views. Roberts (1996) supported the relevance of liberalism in consumer behaviour. Researchers have also consistently found that young, well-educated, and politically liberal adults to be more pro environmental than their counterparts (Jones and Dunlap, 1992). However, Straughan and Roberts (1999) found that liberalism is not significant indicator to explain ECCB. Thus, the following hypotheses are developed:

**H3** – The psychographic variables (altruism, perceived consumer effectiveness, ecological concern and liberalism) are relevant in explaining the ECCB

**H4** – The psychographic variables are more relevant than socio-demographic and religiosity in explaining the ECCB

Religious affiliation and commitment are the two most used constructs in marketing to explain religion influences in the marketplace (Nazlida and Mizerski, 2010). Religious orientation represents people’s motivation in following his or her religion. Donahue (1985) claimed that this construct may be the best measure in studying religions’ influences on human behaviour. Religious orientation captures an individual’s motivation in obeying their religion and then classifies them as either intrinsically motivated or extrinsically motivated (Allport and Ross, 1967). This concept uses a motivational approach to understanding the influence of religion (Himmelfarb, 1975), and argues for the antecedent to one’s commitment to a religion (Himmelfarb, 1975). Some researchers have investigated the role
of religion towards recycling and solid waste management activities in Malaysia and have shown that religious affiliation and religious communities might be motivated people’s ethical concerns on the environment (Zeeda et al. 2012). In support, Mohd et al. (2010) found that religious factor plays one of the most influential roles in shaping purchase intentions towards organic foods in the way that it is permitted by their religions. In other words, pro-environmental behaviour is always being reflected as ethical behavior and is closely related to the moral and value which comes from what individual believe (usually come from their religion). According to Syed, Rohani and Badrul (2011), religiosity affects consumer behaviour and purchase decision. This means religiosity determinants have gained popularity in profiling consumer in marketing. Diversity of ethnics and religious such as Islam (61.3%), Buddhism (19.8%), Christianity (9.2%), and Hinduism (6.3%) have gradually become the most important consumer segments in Malaysia that verify some particular lifestyle and consumption habits. Thus, the following hypotheses are developed:

H5 – The religiosity variables (religious affiliation and religious commitment) are relevant in explaining the ECCB
H6 – The religiosity variables are more relevant than socio-demographic and psychographic in explaining the ECCB

Ecologically aware consumers are defined as individuals who seek to consume only products that cause the minimum or not give any - impact on the environment (Roberts, 1996). A green consumer is individual consumer who links their purchasing behaviour towards acts that will preserve Mother Nature (Hailes, 2007). By refusing to purchase products that are jeopardy the environment, the green consumer knows she/he is contributing to environmental preservation. Therefore, green consumers avoid purchasing the product that they perceive as unhealthy, damage the environment during production, use or final disposal, use much energy, have disproportionate packaging, and contain elements coming from endangered habitats or species. To evaluate this ecologically conscious behavior, Roberts (1996) developed the ECCB scale to include a wide variety of items represented green movement behaviour. The scale was later used by Straughan and Roberts (1999). Though Young et al. (2010) defined that the consumer who have a higher level of environmental awareness does not automatically lead to the purchase habits, however, Imkamp (2000) took the view that the consumer who spent their money on green product not only concerned about the quality only, but they also concerned about the environmental effects associating with the products. Thus, the following hypothesis is developed:

H7 – Malaysian consumers with higher ECCB have a higher GPI

GPI refers to the willingness expressed by the consumer to act eco-friendlylily (Chan, 1999). Generally, some studies confirmed that there is a significant relationship between GPI and GPB (Chan and Yam, 1995), while others found there is no relationship between GPI and GPB (Wong et al., 1996; Chan, 2001). According to Beckford et al., (2010) and Chan (2001) studies, green purchase intention is a significant predictor of green purchase behavior, which means that purchase intention is positively affecting the probability of a customer decision that he/she will buy green products. Thus, in attempting to investigate the determinants of green products purchased and the relationship between GPI and GPB, the following hypothesis is developed:

H8 – There is a significant relationship between GPI and GPB

The ECCB measures the consumer behavioural orientation towards buying the green products or services. Thus, this study expects that ECCB has a positive effect towards GPB (Roberts, 1996; Straughan and Roberts, 1999). GPB reflects the effective purchase of green products or services by consumers that act accordingly to their value and ethics such as refuse to use a plastic bag, buy eco-friendly products packaged with recycle materials, and avoid buying products that will give negative impact towards environment. However, Chan (2001) found that GPI does not necessarily direct consumers to green purchasing behaviour. Therefore, the following hypotheses are developed:

H9 – There is a direct and significant relationship between ECCB and GPB
H10 – GPI mediates the relationship between ECCB and GPB

The expected results of this study are to explore which green consumer profiles (socio-demographic,
psychographic and religiosity) that are most relevant in explaining ecologically conscious behaviour (ECCB) among green hotel consumers in Malaysia. This study also predicts that the higher the ECCB among consumers, the higher GPI will be, and as the higher GPI that consumers have, the higher GPB is expected to be. However, literatures shown that even though consumers are aware and concerns on environmental problems (have higher ECCB), it is not a must that they will portray it to their purchasing behaviour (GPB). Thus, this study predicts that GPI is mediating the ECCB impact towards GPB which either the GPI is not mediate (ECCB have stronger direct significant effect to GPB but insignificant effect towards GPI), partially mediate (ECCB have the same significant effect towards GPI and GPB), or fully mediate the relationship (ECCB have stronger significant effect towards GPI but insignificant direct effect towards GPB).

4. Research Methodology

The population of this study consists of all domestic tourists with a total of 11.6 million. The number of respondents acceptable for this study depends upon the statistical tool used – structural equation modeling (SEM). SEM is a large sample technique and the sample size required are more than 200 (Kline, 2005). To meet the objectives of this study, a questionnaire is developed to gather data of socio-demographic and religiosity affiliation, as well as to measure the constructs of psychographic, religious commitment, ECCB, GPI and GPB. The socio-demographic data in terms of gender, age, educational level and income will be collected from respondents by using close-ended questions. There are four sub-variables of psychographic: altruism, PCE, EC and liberalism. The 20 measurement items for altruism using the Self Report Altruism Scale Instruction are adapted from Rusthon, Chrisjohn and Fekken (1981) and will be measured on a 5-point Likert scale anchored with “Very often = 5” to “Never = 1”. The PCE, EC and liberalism consisting of five, five and six measurement items respectively will be measured on a 5-point Likert scale anchored with “Always True = 5” to “Never True = 1” (Straughan and Roberts, 1999). As for the religiosity variables, the religiosity affiliation will be collected from respondents via close-ended questions whereas the religious commitment consisting of 10 measurement items are tested using the Religious Commitment Inventory-10 (RCI-10) and will be scaled by 5-point Likert scale anchored with “Totally true of me = 5” to “Not at all true of me = 1” (Worthington et al., 2012). The ECCB contains 30 measurement items will be measured on a 5-point Likert scale anchored with “Always True = 5” to “Never True = 1” (Roberts and Bacon, 1997). The GPI consists of 3 measurement items will be measured on a 7-point scale ranging from “Very Likely = 7” to “Very Unlikely =1”, (Chan, 2001) and the 3 measurement items of GPB will be measured on a 7-point scale ranging from “Every Opportunity = 7” to “Never =1” (Chan, 2001). Finally, it is imperative to note that all the measurement of constructs will be modified in accordance with the green hotel contexts. Table 1 below listed the variables and measurement items in this study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecologically Conscious Consumer Behaviour (ECCB) (Straughan and Roberts, 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. I buy toilet paper made from recycled paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I buy Kleenex made from recycled paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I buy paper towels made from recycled paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. To save energy, I drive my car as little as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. To reduce our reliance on foreign oil, I drive my car as little as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I use a recycling center or in some way recycle some of my household trash.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I make every effort to buy paper products made from recycled paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I use a low-phosphate detergent (or soap) for my laundry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. I have convinced members of my family or friends not to buy some products which are harmful to the environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Whenever possible, I buy products packaged in reusable containers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. I try only to buy products that can be recycled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. I normally make a conscious effort to limit my use of products that are made of or use scarce resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. I will not buy products which have excessive packaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. When there is a choice, I always choose that product which contributes to the least amount of pollution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. If I understand the potential damage to the environment that some products can cause, I do not purchase those products.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
16. I have switched products for ecological reasons.
17. I have purchased products because they cause less pollution.
18. I do not buy products in aerosol containers.
19. When I purchase products, I always make a conscious effort to buy those products that are low in pollutants.
20. When I have a choice between two equal products, I always purchase the one which is less harmful to other people and the environment.
21. I will not buy a product if the company which sells it is socially irresponsible.
22. I usually purchase the lowest-priced product, regardless of its impact on society.
23. I do not buy household products that harm the environment.
24. I try to buy energy-efficient household appliances.
25. I always try to use electric appliances (e.g., dishwasher, washer, and dryer) before 10 PM and after 10 PM.
26. I have tried very hard to reduce the amount of electricity I use.
27. I buy high-efficiency light bulbs to save energy.
28. I have purchased a household appliance because it uses less electricity than other brands.
29. I have purchased light bulbs that were more expensive but saved energy.
30. I have replaced light bulbs in my home with those of smaller wattage so that I will conserve on the electricity that I use.

**Green Purchase Intention**
(Chan, 2001)

Using likert-scale Never True (1) until Always True (5)
1. I will consider stay at green hotel when travelling because they are less polluting.
2. I will consider switching to stay at green hotel when travelling for ecological reasons.
3. I plan to switch to a green version of hotel

Using likert-scale Very Unlikely (1) until Very Likely (7)

**Green Purchase Behaviour**
(Chan, 2001)

Using likert-scale Never (1) until at Every Opportunity (7)
1. The frequency of staying at green hotel before.
2. The amount spent on green hotel before.
3. The total days of stayed at green hotel before

Using likert-scale Never (1) until Lots of Money (7)

**Socio-demographic**
Four key demographic variables to be investigated:
1. Gender
2. Age
3. Educational Level
4. Income

**Psychographic**

**Altruism**
(Rushton et al., 1981, Straughan and Roberts, 1999)

1. I have helped push a stranger's car out of mud
2. I have given directions to a stranger.
3. I have made change for a stranger.
4. I have given money to a charity.
5. I have given money to a stranger who needed it (or asked me for it).
6. I have donated goods or clothes to a charity.
7. I have done volunteer work for a charity.
8. I have donated blood.
9. I have helped carry a stranger's belongings (books, parcels, etc.).
10. I have delayed an elevator and held the door open for a stranger.
11. I have allowed someone to go ahead of me in a lineup (at bank, in the supermarket).
12. I have given a stranger a lift in my car.
13. I have pointed out a clerk's error (in a bank, at the supermarket) in under charging me for an item.
14. I have let a neighbour whom I didn't know too well borrow an item of some value to me (e.g., a dish, tools, etc.).
15. I did charity deliberately because I knew it was a good cause.
16. I have helped a classmate who I did not know that well with a homework assignment when my knowledge was greater than his or hers.
17. I have before being asked, voluntarily looked after a neighbour's pets or children without being paid for it.
18. I have offered to help a handicapped or elderly stranger across a street.
19. I have offered my seat on a bus or train to a stranger who was standing.
20. I have helped an acquaintance to move households.

Using likert-scale Never (1) until Very Often (5)

Psychographic

Perceived Consumer Effectiveness (PCE)
(Straughan and Roberts, 1999)

1. Each person’s behavior can have a positive effect on society by signing a petition in support of promoting the environment.
2. I feel I can help solve natural resource problem by conserving water and energy.
3. I can protect the environment by buying products that are friendly to the environment.
4. There is not much that I can do about the environment
5. I feel capable of helping solve the environment problems.

Using likert-scale Never True(1) until Always True (5)

Psychographic

Environmental Concern (EC)
(Straughan and Roberts, 1999)

1. I am extremely worried about the state of the world’s environment and what it will mean for my future.
2. Mankind is severely abusing the environment
3. When humans interfere with nature it often produces disastrous consequences.
4. The balance of nature is very delicate and easily upset.
5. Humans must live in harmony with nature in order to survive.

Using likert-scale Never True(1) until Always True (5)

Psychographic

Liberalism
(Straughan and Roberts, 1999)

1. The profits of the big industries should be controlled by the federal government.
2. I am for a federal health insurance program covering men and women of all ages.
3. If unemployment is high, the government should spend to create jobs.
4. A government administered health insurance program is necessary to insure that everyone receives adequate medical care.
5. I am for less government regulation of business.
6. I am for revising the tax structure so that the burden falls more heavily on corporations and persons with large incomes.

Using likert-scale Never True(1) until Always True (5)

Religiosity

Religious Affiliation

1. Islam
2. Buddhism
3. Christianity
4. Hinduism

Religiosity

1. I often read books and magazines about my faith.
2. I make financial contributions to my religious organization.
3. I spend time trying to grow in understanding of my faith.
4. Religion is especially important to me because it answers many questions about the meaning of life.
5. My religious beliefs lie behind my whole approach to life.
6. I enjoy spending time with others of my religious affiliation.
7. Religious beliefs influence all my dealings in life.
8. It is important to me to spend periods of time in private religious thought and reflection.
9. I enjoy working in the activities of my religious affiliation.
10. I keep well informed about my local religious group and have some influence in its decisions.

Using likert-scale - Not at all True of Me (1) until Totally True of Me (5)
Data collected from this study will be analysed using t-test and one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and step-wise linear regression to test H1, H2, H3, H4, H5 and H6. The methods were performed based on multiple socio-demographic, psychographic and religiosity variables with ECCB as the dependent variable. To test the model fits and to answer more complex interrelations between variables with direct, indirect and mediated variables, (H7, H8, H9 and H10), this study proposed non-response bias analysis, normality test, exploratory factor analysis, reliability analysis and confirmatory factor analysis. Path Analysis of SEM will be used to analyse the complex interrelations between variables. Path analysis is an extension of multiple regressions, and it explores various multiple regression models or equations simultaneously. This provides a more effective and directs the way of modeling mediation, indirect effects, and other complex relationship among variables (Lee and Wu, 2007).

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Effective marketing strategies begin with understanding the characteristics of the target audience. The findings of this study are particularly important for those managers and hoteliers when sizing a green market, through green customer analysis and green customer segmentation for effective green consumer targeting. As advocated by Kotler and Armstrong (2008), in order to have an effective segmentation, the market segments need to be identified easily. In addition, Straughan and Roberts (1999) showed that the easiest way to differentiate consumers who ecologically concern and who do not be through demographic variables. Similarly, accessibility of the segmentation is one of the important criteria in which the customers should be able to be effectively reached and served. As such, the investigation of the green consumer profiles provides managers and hoteliers with a useful tool to evaluate current green purchase behaviour in green hotels when aiming to serve the customer needs and at the same time fulfilling the societal and environmental responsibilities. However, the size of the green market must be large enough for any firms to operate profitably (Roberts, 1996). Therefore, hoteliers in Malaysia need to know that the size of the market is big enough in order to make positive profits.

In addition to the practical implications for managers and hoteliers, the findings of this study may also have implications for academics and others involved in theory building. Firstly, this study extends previous green consumer profile frameworks in Western countries by considering an additional demographic variable which is religiosity in Malaysian green hotel. This study strongly argues that in order to develop a successful green customer segmentation, scholars must not focus on one particular demographic variable, but rather consider socio-demographic, psychographic and religiosity in combination. The additional religiosity difference in this study is expected to offer a validated and overarching instrument to measure green consumer profile in green hotels. Secondly, this study is one of the first papers to examine the relationships between ECCB, GPI and GPB using the highly rigorous method of SEM while simultaneously exploring the effects of green consumer profile (socio-demographic, psychographic and religiosity) in ECCB. Thus, the study portrays green consumer demographics from a variety of different perspectives with a common goal to understand the ECCB and ultimately improving GPI and GPB.
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